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Conceptual Model #1. COACHING GUIDE. The Installation & Sustainability of Evidence-Based Practice:
Skill Level and Effectiveness of Practice and the Role of Coaching

Coaching facilitates movement from refinement to renewal. Establishes an integrative use
characterized by:
1. A multi-cycle application of the ability where its use occurs appropriately and
meaningfully in both the PLC Consensus Building and in the PLC Student Learning Cycle
(see Conceptual Model #3: PLC Practices)

2. Master teachers and teacher leaders who are responsive to observed student learning
(see Conceptual Model #4: Problem Solving Model for Improved Tier I Instruction)

Coaching facilitates movement from mechanical use toward
refinement; the development of effective teachers. Establishes
routine use such that the practice is
(1) Timely: done skillfully and efficiently,
(2) Sequential: occurs appropriately and meaningfully in either the
PLC Consensus Building or in the PLC Student Learning Cycle;
being both informed by the preceding “step or ability” and
supportive of the upcoming “step or ability”
(3) Cyclical: is predictably and planfully recurring within the
instructional-learning cycle.

If focus of refinement is
essentially for improved student
learning [solid line], we have
this upward trajectory.

If focus of refinement is
essentially for “efficiency in
doing it,” or ease of compliance,
[arrowed Line], we have this
downward trajectory.

Training facilitates more efficient movement from orientation
toward mechanical use. Introduces and activates (models)
the new practice including the vocabulary, essential content,
and initial strategies for its application and use.

The “below routine use area” is the “scaffolding” that builds toward “proficiency” (or
routine/effective use).

Primary sources utilized to build this conceptual model. 1, 2,3,4,5

1

National Implementation Science Network. Gives us an understanding of the process of change and the many interacting things that need to be considered for success and
sustainability. (http://implementation.fpg.unc.edu/sites/implementation.fpg.unc.edu/files/NIRN-StagesOfImplementationAnalysisWhereAreWe.pdf)
2
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM). Give us an understanding of the “developmental” stages of change as they exemplify themselves in the observed behavior, actions,
and work products of our staff. (https://www.sedl.org/cbam/stages_of_concern.html)
3
Systems Coaching and Leadership. http://www.floridarti.usf.edu/resources/factsheets/coaching.pdf
4
What is an instructional coach? http://piic.pacoaching.org/index.php/piic-coaching/what-is-an-instructional-coach
5
Instructional Coaching Resource Guide. http://www.instituteforinstructionalcoaching.org/
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